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1. In 1928, W.H. Young [6] showed that an arbitrary real function of a real

variable has a remarkable symmetry property. Let f:R-*R be arbitrary. A

number y is a right limit off at xeR if there is a sequence x„ > x, n = l,--- such

that lim x„ = x and lim /(x„) = y. A left limit is defined similarly. The theorem of

Young asserts that for every / the set of right limits is the same as the set of left

limits for every xeR — A, where A is a countable set. Young obtained an analogous

result for functions of two variables. Here the role of right and left limits is assumed

by limits within sectors with the point in question as vertex. Each sector yields a

limit set. The result is that all the sectorial limit sets are the same at every

peR2 — A, where A is of planar measure zero and first category, but not neces-

sarily countable.

In 1938, H. Blumberg [2] obtained a variety of results along the lines of those

obtained by Young. He pointed out, for example, that in the planar case, if the

angles of the sectors considered exceed 180°, then the countable character of the

exceptional set A is restored.

Returning to the original theorem of Young, Zahorski asked if the result still

holds if sets of density zero are neglected. L. Belowska [1] has shown that this is

false by constructing a function where in this case the exceptional set is uncount-

able. However, M. Kulbacka [4] has shown that the exceptional set is always of

the first category and measure zero. A simple proof of these results was given by

C. Goffman [3].

It is natural to ask whether there are theorems similar to the ones of Young and

Blumberg in higher dimensions, but with sets of density zero neglected. This

paper gives an affirmative answer to this question by showing that a theorem

analogous to the two dimensional result of Young holds if one disregards sets of

density zero. In this connection, various examples are given relating to the structure

of the exceptional set.

2. Let/: R2 -> R be arbitrary and let p g R2. If a is a sector with vertex at the

origin, then we denote by ap the image of a under the translation taking the

origin into p.
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By the essential cluster set off at p, we mean the set of all real numbers w for

which the set/-'((w — e, w + e)) has positive, upper exterior density at p, for

each £ > 0. The set of all real numbers w for which the set

<Tpr\f~1(iw-e,w + e))

has positive, upper, exterior density at p for each e > 0 is the essential sectorial

cluster set of/at p in op. These sets we designate by Ceif,p) and Ceif,P,o~p),

respectively. We are interested in the set

ce(f,p) = n [Ce(f,p,op): ct„] .

Clearly, ce(f, p) c Ceif,p) for each p.

We shall show that these two sets are actually equal except at a set of points

which is both of the first category and measure zero, but may be uncountable.

Theorem. The set E = {p: Ce(f,p) ^ ceif,p)} is of the first category and

measure zero.

The proof will follow from :

Lemma.   If o is a sector at the origin, then the set

A = {p--Ceif,p)¥=Ceif,p,crp)}

is of the first category and measure zero.

Proof.   Since, for each p, Ce(f, p, cjp) c Ce(f, p), we need only show that the set

{p:Cjif,p)^Cjif,p,ff,)}

is of the first category and measure zero. We observe that if pe A then there are

b > 0 and weR such that

Dp[f-1iiw-E,w + e))]>0

and

Dp[cTpr.f-1((w-E,w + E))]=0,

where the symbols Dp and Dp denote upper exterior and exterior densities, re-

spectively. Thus, if pe A, there are rational numbers r and s,r < s, such that

Dp[f-1((r,s))]>0

and

ßi,[r1(^s))Ocrp]=0.

Let for r and s rational, r < s,

Ar.s = {p:Dp[f-1((r,s))]>0
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and

Dp[apnf-1((r,s))-] = 0}.

A routine calculation shows that

A   =   U   Kr
r,s

In order to prove the lemma, it now suffices to show that if S c R2 is any set,

the set T of points p for which

DP(S) > 0 and Dp(ap n S) = 0

is of the first category and measure zero.

It will be necessary to consider the set ap C\ u (p, S) where U (p, ö) is the closed

disc with center p and radius 5 > 0. This set we shall designate by ap6. We now

let, for every pair of natural numbers p and v.

£„=(P:i,(S)>ia„d=Ä^a<l,f0<»,,K,)<jj.

Clearly, Te (Jíi.A.v

We show that the sets £,,>v are nowhere dense.

Suppose an E^^ is dense in some open disc / with m(I) < 1/p. Then for each

pel and ô > 0 there is a sequence {p„} c F^ v such that lim pn = p and

me(SnaPnii)        1

^Pn.a) 2v

whenever o-piÄ cz I and trp a cz /. Furthermore, F(p) = me(S n o-pô)l me(o~p¡0) is a

continuous function of p on the set of points p for which api cz I. It follows that

me(S no-Ptô)lme(o-pS) ^ l/2v whenever o-p_ac I. Let J c / be any open disc. The

collection of sets

{o"p,fl:o"p,,c:J.w>0},

covers J in the sense of Vitali [5]. Hence, by the Vitali Covering Theorem there

exist opum\ i = 1,2, ■■•n all contained in J, with

and

J = ÔU(Û '»*.).

where

™e(ß) < -^.
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It follows that
n

me(SnJ)   = me(SnQ)+ S   me(S n aPum)
í = i

" 1
^ m£(g) + Z   me(aPliii) • =-

2v

we(J)      me(J) _ me(J)

2v 2v v     '

Since, for every open disc J cz I, we have mjß O J) / me(J) < 1 / v, it follows

that  DpiS)z^ljv  for  all  pel.

This contradicts the assumption that Ep „ is dense in 7. Thus, Epv is nowhere

dense and U^jV^,v is oftne first category from which it follows that Tcz [J^^E^ v

is also of the first category.

That T is of measure zero follows from the fact that T is a subset of the set of

points at which the exterior metric density of S does not exist and this set has

measure zero by the Lebesgue Density Theorem.

Returning to the proof of the theorem, we consider a fixed, countable, dense

collection of sectors at the origin. For example, we may choose those sectors

whose sides have rational slopes. We order these

o ,o ,---,o >■•■■

We observe that

E= {p:Ceif,p)*ceif,p)}

= {P- Ce(f,p) # n[Ce(f,p,onp): n = 1,2,»».]}

«= Ü    {P-Ce(f,p)^Ce(f,p,erp)}.
n = l

By the lemma the sets

{P- Ceif,p) * Ceif,p,onp)},    n = 1,2,..»

are of the first category and measure zero, from which it follows that E is of the

first category and measure zero.

3. Concerning the original problem posed by Zahorski, L. Belowska [1] and

C. Goffman [3] have constructed functions where the exceptional sets are un-

countable. We would now like to give an example showing that the exceptional

set may be uncountable in every neighborhood. We put this in the following form:

Proposition 1. There is set Sc(0,l) and a set E such that Enl is un-

countable for every open interval I c (0,1), and the upper right density of S is

positive at every xeE and the left density of S is zero at every xeE.
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Proof. This construction makes use of the basic ideas used by Goffman in

[3] where he constructs sets S and E contained in the interval (0,1), with E un-

countable and with the property that the upper right density of S is positive at

each x e £ and the left density of S is zero at each xeE.

Let I0 = (0,1) and letl0,ly,l2, '••,/„,••• be an enumeration of the open rational

intervals in /0. We designate by Sx the union of all the subintervals of I0 of

the form

(• xx---xl, • xx-.-xl 00---01\

n n n       J

where x = 0 or 2 and n = 1,2, •••. (The ternary system of representing numbers

in I0 is being used.)

Assume we already have the sets

SX,S2, ■••,Sm.

We construct a set Sm+1 as follows: Suppose Im = (am,bm).

Case 1.   If Im n(\J"=ySj) = 0, let

Tm = (Am-Bm,Am + BJ

where Am = (am + bm)¡2 and Bm = (bm - aj/3m. Then, let T'm be the union of

all subintervals of Tm of the form

/.       „      ,„ / • xx»xl\                    ^n   /• xx-.-xl 00 — 01 \\
(Am-Bm + 2Bm{   —-),Am-Bm + 2Bm(   —-— j)

where x = 0, or 2 and n = 1,2, •■-. Define

sm+1 = (sm-Tm) ur;

Case 2.   If Im O (U,m= i(S;) * 0, then

/m n ( u «i)-y /i

a countable union of disjoint open intervals. Let /* = (a*, £>*). Let /c be arbit-

rary but fixed and let Tm = [4¡¡ - Bkm, Ak + Bkm] where 4¡¡ = (a* +0/2

and Bkm = (¿7* - a*)/3m. Let T^ be the union of all subintervals of Tm of the

form

(< - Bi + 2B* ( • «£*), Al - Bi + 2B<( ' «£* ~^£L))

where  x = 0  or  2 and  n = 1,2, —. Define
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Sm+1=iSm-Tm)r.T'm.

We now have the sequence of sets,

Sy, "2> '"> ^m>

(*) Note.   If / c Sv is any component interval of Sv, then

KQS')]
since at the mth stage, if we remove anything, then it is a portion of I whose

measure is always less than m(T)/3m.

We define a set S as follows : A point x is in S if x e Sm for some m and

x $T„ for all n ^ m - 1.

Let J c (0,1) be any interval. We shall show that there is an uncountable

set E cz J at which the upper right density of S is positive at each xeE and the

left density of S is zero at each xeE.

In the enumeration of the open rational intervals,

•'l>-'2> •"»■'m, •••

let Im denote the first interval such that Im <=. J.

We have, by construction, either

1. Imri(\JjmmlSj) = 0, or

2./mn(U;=1SJ)#0.

Case 1.   If Im n((j7=1Sy) = 0, then we recall that

Tm = iAm - Bm, Am + Bm).

We consider the Cantor ternary set relative to the interval Tm and designate by Em

those points whose expansions are of the form

Am - Bm + 2Bmi ■ X022X0222222AXJ ••• )

where X = 0 or 2 and after pair X0 there are as many 2's as there are digits up to

and including the pair X0.

The set Em is uncountable. To complete the proof of the proposition, we need

only show that at every xeEm the upper right density of S at x is positive and the

left density of S at x is zero.

If we apply the note (*) and the argument used in [3], then it readily follows

that the upper right density of S is positive at each xeEm.

To show that the left density of S is zero at each x e Em, we make the following

computation :

Let x e Em and let e > 0. There is an m0> m such that

El        £
3T<T-*>rn0    J J
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Let / be any interval of length less than

— xnin[m(Iy),-,m(Im)}

with x as right endpoint. By the construction of S only those intervals Ik for

which Ik is to the left of x need be considered. In particular, we need only consider

those intervals Ik for which k> m0 and m(Ik) < 3m(I). We observe that for

k > m0, the contribution of Sk to S is smaller than

yrmilù < p-3m(J).

Thus,

m(Snl)  < m\sn ((J  Ik)
L \k>mo        I.

Ú    I    m(SrMk) <    I    ^-m(Ik)
k>m0 k>mo    **

< 3m(I)    I   — <  m(I) ■ e.
k>m0  •>*

Since m(S n /) / m(I) < e, it follows that the left density of S at x is zero

Case 2.   If Im n(\Jj?ySj) # 0, then

'mn(lj   S,)=IJ   n
\J=l        I k

As in Case 1, we recall that

Tm = (Akm - Bkm, Akm + B\)

and obtain an uncountable set Em cz Tm and apply the same argument.

4. By a slight modification of the previous example we easily obtain an analogous

result for the two-dimensional case.

Proposition 2. There exist § cz (0,1) x (0,1), sectors a at the origin greater

than 180° and less than 180°, and a set E with the property that Ec\J is un-

countable for every open disc Jcz(0,l) x (0,1) and such that Dp(S)>0 and

D(S n <Tp) = 0 for  every  peE.

Proof.

Case 1. For sectors less than 180° we may take for S and E the sets

S x (0,1) and E x (0,1), respectively, where S and E axe the sets constructed

in Proposition 1 with the property that the upper right density of S is positive at
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every xeE and the left density of S is zero at every x e E. Then, if a is any sector

at the origin, less than 180°, and symmetric about the positive x-axis, an argument

similar to the one used in Proposition 1 establishes the desired result.

Case 2. For sectors greater than 180° we make a construction similar to the

one used in Proposition 1. Let J = (0,1) x (0,1). The role of the open rational

intervals used in Proposition 1 will be assumed by open discs in J whose centers

have rational coordinates and whose radii are rational. As in Proposition 1 we

obtain an inductive sequence of sets

We shall only construct the first set Sy. Since the remainder of the construction

is quite similar to the preceeding one, we omit it. Let / denote the line segment

passing through the center of J and parallel to the x-axis. We consider all sub-

intervals of I of the form

/•xx-xl, • xx -x    100 — 01^Ht!
where x = 0 or 2 and n = 1,2, •■•.

Let T denote a sector at the origin less than 180° and symmetric about the

positive x-axis and let a denote the sector at the origin complementary to t.

Then a > 180°.

Define Sx to be the union of all regions of the form

tp> pi"   :p=( ■ xx-xl,yj,x = 0or2andn = 1,2,---    .

After obtaining the inductive sequence of sets

^i7 S2, —,om, •••,

we define a set .? as follows:

A point peS if peSm for some m and p£S„ for all n = m — \.

If J cz J is any open disc, by an argument similar to the one used in Proposition

1 there is an uncountable set Ëmcz J such that

DP(S) > 0 and DP(S n ap) = 0

for every peEm and a as described above.

Concerning the problem raised by Zahorski on neglecting sets of density zero,

we observe that the characteristic function of the set S constructed in Proposition

1 is an example of a function which has associated with it an exceptional set E

that is uncountable in every neighborhood. It would be interesting to know if

an exceptional set can be described in terms of its Hausdorff measure. In parti-

cular we ask if the Cantor set can ever be such an exceptional set.
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